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Week 2     

Day 6 

Lesson 6  

Personal Advocacy 

Day 7 

Lesson 7 

Family Relationships 

Day 8 

Lesson 8 

Media Influence on Our 

Bodies  

Lesson 9 

Media Influence on 

Healthy Decision 

Making 

Day 9 

Lesson 10 

Analyzing Health 

Disparities 

Day 10 

Lesson 11   

Healthy Goal-Setting 

and Personal 

Advocacy  

Health Standards 

S1C3PO1 

S2C1PO1-4  

S4C1PO1-2 

S4C2PO1 

S4C3PO1 

S5C2PO1-2                             

 

Lesson Objectives 

Students will be able 

to: 

list and explain at least 

four characteristics of 

each communication 

style 

 

accurately distinguish 

between assertive, 

aggressive and passive 

behavior when 

observing scenarios in 

a video 

 

explain why giving at 

least five reasons, why 

an assertive 

communication style is 

beneficial. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Health Standards 
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Lessons 
 

Grade: HS 

Lesson: 1 

 

 

Lesson Title/Focus: 

¶ Healthy 

Relationships: 

Friendships 

 

Materials: 

¶ “A Hierarchy of Needs” – Teacher Info
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A HIERARACHY OF NEEDS 

TEACHER INFORMATION 

 
Abraham Maslow, an American psychologist, presented human needs in the form of a triangle.  

His idea was that all have basic needs, but some are more basic than others.  Consequently, there 

is a hierarchy of needs.  The most basic needs come first. These needs must be met before 

becoming aware of the others. 

 

Physiological Needs 

1.   The most basic human needs are the biological requirements for human survival – food,   

water, sleep, etc. 

2.   If the first level of physical needs is not satisfied, there is little awareness of other needs. 

Safety Needs 

1. Freedom from fear. 

2. Security, stability, order, law. 

Emotional Needs 

1. Feelings of belonging. 

2. Friendship, intimacy, trust, acceptance. 

3. Receiving and giving love and affection. 

Esteem Needs  

1. Esteem for oneself (achievement, independence, dignity, mastery) 

2. Desire for reputation or respect from others (prestige, status) 

Self-actualization Needs 

1.   Reach or strive for full potential as a person.  This is a life-long process. 

2.   A desire “to become everything one is capable of becoming.” (Maslow) 
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Maslow’s Heirarchy of Needs 
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Healthy vs Toxic Relationship Questionnaire 

 
Relationships, which include friendships, play an important role in everyone’s life and they come 

in all different shapes and sizes. They also can serve different purposes in your life.  

This exercise is to help you reflect on: 

¶ your strengths and 

¶ areas in which you would like to grow  

¶ how these relationships can help or hinder you in being who you desire to be  

Directions: Read and respond to each statement. 

Think about one of your friends… 

 

1. Am I able to be myself with this person? 

2. Do I feel comfortable and accepted around this person? 

3. Does this person share the same values as me? 

4. Is this relationship one-sided (one person giving and the other person receiving)? 

5. Does this person criticize or judge me? 

6. Does this person help me feel good about myself? 

7. Does this person have the same level of commitment to the relationship as I do? 

8. Does this person share my level of integrity? 

9. Do I feel safe when I am with this person? 

10. Are they happy for me when I succeed and there for me when I am discouraged? 

11. Does this person help you achieve or accomplish your goals? 

After completing this inventory, do you think this friendship qualifies as a healthy 

relationship? 
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Defining Toxic Relationships  
 

Directions: Match the toxic relationship with the definition.  

Write the letter on the blank space next to the matching definition. 

 

a. The Gossiper f. The Controller 

b. The User g. The Competitor 

c. The Judger h. The Manipulator 

d. The Taker i. The Self-Centered 

e. The Betrayer j. The Promise Breaker 
 

_____ This person is a friend based on what YOU can do for them.     

_____ This person tells others what you told them in confidence. 

_____ This person is very bossy and likes to control everything. 

_____ This person is excessively critical of you and others.  

_____ This person rarely follows through and is not dependable.  

_____ This person likes to spread rumors and share private information. 

_____  
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Defining Toxic Relationships  
(Answer Key) 

 

a. The Gossiper f. The Controller 

b. The User g. The Competitor 

c. The Judger h. The Manipulator 

d. The Taker i. The Self-Centered 

e. The Betrayer j. The Promise Breaker 
 

__b__ This person is a friend based on what YOU can do for them.     

__e__ This person tells others what you told them in confidence. 

__f__ This person is very bossy and likes to control everything. 

__c__ This person is excessively critical of you and others.  

__j__ This person rarely follows through and is not dependable.  

__a__ This person likes to spread rumors and share private information. 

__i__
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A RESPONSIBLE STUDENT’S APPROACH TO                                    

PROBLEM SOLVING AND DECISIO3K.e,y1urriculum
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Scenario #2: You are in need of some spending money.  You could get a job, but that would 

mean less free time, less time for studying, after-school sports, etc. 

 

1.  Identify the problem. 

 

 

2. Identify ways to deal with the problem. 

 

 

3. Apply criteria for responsible decision making to each alternative. 

 

 

4. What are the possible consequences of each alternative? 

 

 

5. What are my relevant values that would help determine my decision? 

 

 

6.  Make a responsible decision and act upon it 

 

 

7. Evaluate actions. 
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Closure: 

¶ On the back of the “Refusals Strategies Activity”, have students summarize today’s 

learning in a short paragraph. 
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Grade: HS 

Lesson: 4 

 

Lesson Title/Focus: 

¶ Relationships:  

Friendship 

Materials: (for use as student handouts) 

¶ Paper and Pencil 

 

Health Standards: 

S1C3PO1-Analyze how Environment and Personal Health are Related 

S2C1P 3 - Evaluate how Peers Influence Healthy and Unhealthy Behaviors 

S4C1PO1-Utilize skills for Communicating Effectively with Family, Peers and Others to 

Affect Health 

S7C1PO1-Analyze the role of Individual Responsibility in Enhancing Health 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

Lesson Objectives: 

Students will be able to: 

¶ Have an opportunity to analyze how they choose/gain their friends 

¶ Have an opportunity to realize how and why they classify/organize their friends 
¶ Observe in the class how their practices compare with those of their classmates 
¶ Realize the extent of their friendships 

Academic Vocabulary: 

1. BFF 

2. Acquaintance 

Anticipatory Set: 

Ask students to consider how many “hats” that they wear (student, son/daughter, team 

member, etc.).  Ask them if they act the same wearing all the hats. 

Direct Instruction: 

1. Young adults need to have a social support structure beyond family. 

2. How one constructs and organizes these structures is personal and individual 

3. Young people typically don’t have the opportunity to pause and look at the 

how/why and what of their friend structure.  
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3. How many have relatives in their BFF group? 

4. How many have people who are quite a bit older/younger than they? What is the 

advantage of that? 

5. What must happen for a friend to be in the BFF group?  Is it just a matter of how long 

you have known them?  Could you meet someone and a week later they could be in 

your BFF group?  What is a prerequisite to be in the BFF group? Can people skip 

circles? 

6. Is there anything that you would not do for your BFFs?  Would you lie for them?  

Would you go to jail for them?   They would do the same for you? 

7. Do all your BFFs know each other? 

8. Do any live out of the city/state/ country? 

9. Is there anyone in your regular friends group that used to be in your BFF group?  What 

happened?  Would they be able to move back again? 

10. What would have to happen for an acquaintance to become a casual friend? 

11. When you graduate and go to college will your inner circles be the same?  Do your 

circles have a capacity?  Will new friends push the older ones out, or will you just add 

them? 

12. In ten years, will these circles be smaller or larger? Why? 

Independent Practice: 

● Have the students get in small groups of 4 – 6.  Have them decide amongst themselves 

to make a communal list of: 

1. Three things that they would not do for their friends, no matter what. 

2. What are two things that you would talk about with close friends but not casual friends 
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Grade: HS 

Lesson: 5 

 

Lesson Title/Focus: 

Understanding Self-Esteem 

Materials: 

¶ Understanding Self-Confidence Worksheet 

¶ Sticky Notes 

 

Health Standards  

S2C1PO1-Analyze how the family influences the health of individuals 

S2C2PO1-Analyze how the perceptions of norms influence healthy and unhealthy behaviors 

S7C1PO1-Analyze the role of individual responsibility in enhancing health 

S7C2PO1-Demonstrate a variety of healthy practices and behaviors that will maintain or 

improve the health of self and others 

Lesson Objectives: 

Students will be able to: 

¶ Develop knowledge of internal and external factors contributing to the development    

of self-esteem and self-confidence 

¶ Develop an understanding of strategies to promote strong self-esteem 

¶ Examine and further develop self-confidence and self-esteem 

Academic Vocabulary: 

¶ Reference social-emotional vocabulary 
¶ Interrelatedness of self-esteem, self-confidence, and self-worth 

Concepts: 

1. During childhood our personalities are developing and the people around us provide 

the foundation for our self-esteem.  
2. External factors contributing to self-esteem, positive vs negative 

a. Family 

b. Community 
c. Culture 

d. Friends 
e. Technology and media 

3. Internal influences on self-esteem and health 
a. Personal values 
b. Perception of norms 

3.d.
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¶ Students should use sticky notes or other ways to keep their responses visible to them 
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Grade: HS 

Lesson: 6 

Lesson Title Focus: 

Personal Advocacy 

Materials: 

Internet Connection with Projector 

Youtube video from Center for Confidence and 

Well-being - 

 youtube.com/watch?v=Ymm86c6DAF4 
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¶ Give definition of each communication style, along with what behaviors one would 

observe, the impact of these behaviors on their emotional state, and some actual 

statements that they might say, believe or how they might behave. 

 

Guided Practice: 

 Show video and stop after each one.  Ask what style each character in the scenario is 

displaying and why they think that.  Replay parts as necessary to make a point. Point out 

the use of “I-Messages” and YOU-Messages" 

 

Independent Practice: 

Post on the board these various “You” messages and have the students, in groups, attempt 

to convert them to “I-Messages (convey the same information, but in a less attacking or 

blaming mode).  Have all groups share when done: 

“You are wrong.”  - I believe that I am right 

“You’re sitting in my chair.”   -  Excuse me, I was sitting in that seat. 

“You are always late” - I like to be on time. 

“(You) Go away!”  - I would prefer to be alone now. 

“You jus t understand” - I’m n t explaining well enough for you to understand 

“You are so mssy!”  I like my things nat and organized.  

“Why are you so man?”   I like to be treated with respect. 

 

Closure: 

Tell the students that it’s nng to change overnight – that they need to practice what they 

learned and it will come slowly – that many adults need to practice assertiveness as well.  Ask 

them to write what they will practice first. 
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Grade: HS 

Lesson: 7 

Lesson 

Title/Focus: 

¶ Family 

Relationships 

Materials: 

¶ Worksheet “Family Life and Your Health Triangle”- 

Social Health, Mental/Emotional Health and 

Physical Health. 

 

Health Standards: 

S1C2PO1 Describe the interrelationships of emotional, intellectual, physical, and social health 

S1C3PO4 Analyze how genetics and family history can impact personal health 

S2C1PO1 Identify how the family influences personal health practices and behaviors 

S2C1PO4 Evaluate how the school and community can impact personal health practice and 

behaviors 

Lesson Objectives: 

Students will be able to: 

¶ Describe the importance of strengthening relationships and seeking support during 

times of crisis  

Academic Vocabulary: 

¶ Family , Extended Family, Sibling 
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Family Life and Health Triangle Worksheet 

Directions: Divide the class into three groups and assign each group to one category. Have each 

group write down additional examples of ways in which family relationships promote the 

assigned area of health. Then ask volunteers to use the lists from each group to create a poster 

depicting some of the examples.  

 

Social Health           Mental/Emotional Health         Physical Health 

 

Family helps develop 

communication skills and the 

ability to get along with 

others. 
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¶ Explain participants will create a poster of images from the media. Direct participants 

to cut out images and glue them to their poster with their group. The images should 

depict women in stereotypical roles. Remind them that stereotypes are beliefs or 

oversimplifications about groups or types of people—a stereotypical image of a 

woman might show her doing traditional “feminine” tasks like laundry or cooking 

food. The images can also depict certain beauty ideals and ways of behaving.  

¶ After cutting out images and gluing them on their poster, have participants write 

comments next to the images. Have them write what ideals the image is promoting, 

what makes them angry about the image, why it hurts their feelings, makes them feel 

bad about their body or how they look. For example, if there is an image of a thin, 

black woman advertising hair straightening spray, a participant might write, “promotes 

thinness—makes me feel like I’m not skinny enough” or “promotes unnatural hair—

makes me feel like my curly hair is ugly.” Assist as necessary.  

¶ Have groups present their completed posters, describing the images depicted and their 

comments. Ask each group: who benefits from putting out images that make you feel 

like that? (ex: advertisers, cosmetics companies, weight loss companies, alcohol 

companies, modeling agencies, clothing companies, men). Ask each group for ideas to 
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Grade: HS 

Lesson: 9 

 

Lesson Title/Focus: 

¶ Media Influence on 

healthy decision 

making 

Materials: 

¶ “Myth or Fact” Worksheet 

¶ “Myth or Fact” Answer Key 

Health Standards: 

S2C1PO5 Evaluate the effect of media on personal and family health 

S2C1PO6 Evaluate the impact of technology on personal, family, and community health 

Lesson Objectives: 

Students will be able to: 

¶ identify and understand the roles that media play in healthy decision making 

Academic Vocabulary: 

¶ depersonalization 

¶ decontextualization 

¶ perpetuate 

¶ cyber harassment 

Anticipatory Set: 

¶ Brainstorm examples of TV commercials, magazine ads, social media ads, and 

advertising jingles that pressure the consumer to buy a product.  What messages do 

they give about social and familial relationships?  Do they stereotype, give unhealthy 

messages, give incorrect messages? 

Direct Instruction: 

1. Emotional consequences and effects on relationships. 

2. Depersonalization and decontextualization that can lead to risky behavior. 

3. How media shapes views of healthy relationships. 

4. Stereotypes can be perpetuated across all media. 

5. Negative impacts: 

 a. representations of types of relationships 

 b. false expectations 

 c. increased cyber harassment and bullying  

               (online gaming, social media, digital apps, - online experiences) 

 d. can cause increased anxiety, stress and depression 

6. An awareness of laws regarding the recording and distribution of inappropriate content 

(and possible legal ramifications). 

7. Review decision-making and problem-solving strategies. 

 

¶ Review decision-making and problem solving strategies from previous lessons. 

Guided Practice: 

¶ Discuss pros and cons of different social media.   

¶ Discuss how does social media and other forms of media shapes views on 

relationships?   

¶ What are some examples of positive and negative representations of social 

relationships found in media (TV, movies, music)? 

¶ Have students work through the following scenarios through writing, discussion or role 

playing: 

¶ Someone sent a screenshot of an embarrassing photo of a friend and it has begun to go 

viral at school. What do you do?   
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¶ You are in a chat room in an online game. One player begins to harass another player 

by calling them inappropriate names and using abusive language. What would / should 

you do? 

¶ Your current partner watches content depicting abusive relationships and begins to 

treat you poorly.  How would you tell them how you feel? 

¶ Your friend posted an inappropriate video or photo on social media. What would some 

of the social and emotional ramifications be? 

¶ You are at a party. Someone approaches you and asks if you would be willing to 

participate in a photo shoot. How do you respond? What might you be concerned with?  

Independent Practice: 

¶ Complete the “Myths or Facts” worksheet 

Closure: 

¶ Review the answers to the “Myths or Facts” worksheet and answer any questions that 

arise. 
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MYTH OR FACT? 
Consent, Online Dating and Other Media Influences 

 

Directions: Read each statement. Write FACT on the line if you think the statement is true. 

Write MYTH on the line if you think the statement is false. 

 

_________  MEDIA HAS NO INFLUENCE ON HOW WE VIEW OURSELVES 

 

_________ MUSIC ALWAYS PORTRAYS RELATIONSHIPS IN A POSITIVE LIGHT 

 

_________ IT IS IMPORTANT TO VIEW MEDIA WITH A CRITICAL LENS.  

 

_________ IT IS POSSIBLE THAT PEOPLE ON DATING APPS DO NOT ALWAYS 

PRESENT THE TRUTH IN THEIR PROFILE  

 

_________ ONLY THE INTENDED RECIPIENT WILL SEE IMAGES SENT VIA TEXT 

 

_________ SHARING A PHOTO OR VIDEO OF YOURSELF OR OTHER MINORS 

WITHOUT CLOTHING IS ILLEGAL AND A FELONY 
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MYTH OR FACT?  
Answer Key  
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Grade: HS 

Lesson: 10 

 

Lesson Title/Focus: 

Analyzing Health 

Disparities 

Materials: 

¶

http://www.tolerance.org/sites/default/files/general/tt_health_for_all_school_assessment_0.pdf


http://www.tolerance.org/sites/default/files/general/tt_performance%20task.pdf
https://www.healthypima.com/community-database
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Grade: HS 

Lesson: 11 

 

Lesson Title/Focus: 

¶ Healthy Goal-

Setting and Personal 

Advocacy 

Materials: 

¶ Paper & Pen 

¶ Lesson 12- Activity 1 & 2 Handouts 

Health Standards: 

S6.C2.PO 1. Develop a plan to attain a personal health goal that addresses strengths, needs, 

and risks 

S6.C2. PO 3. Formulate an effective long-term personal health plan 

S8.C1. PO 1. Use accurate peer and societal norms to formulate a health-enhancing message 

S8.C1. PO 2. Influence and support others to make positive health choices 

Lesson Objectives: 

Students will be able to: 

¶ discuss future health and personal goals with peers 

¶ develop a long-term plan for personal health and success 

¶ identify possible obstacles to the plan 

¶ discuss strategies to overcome the identified obstacles 

Academic Vocabulary: 

¶ goals 

¶ aspirations 

¶ strategies 

¶ target 

¶ attain 

¶ persistence 

Anticipatory Set: 

¶ Present the following reflection question for students to consider.  “Where do you see 

yourself in twenty years?”  This prompt can be presented as a discussion question or as 

a short writing exercise. 

Direct Instruction: 

¶ Teacher facilitates a discussion guiding students in their projections about their 

potential future and the choices that exist 

¶ Through the discussion, the teacher highlights the importance of long-term planning 

while incorporating the academic vocabulary 

¶ Focus on the idea of delayed gratification, investment, work ethic, struggle and 

perseverance 

Guided Practice: 

¶ Divide the class into groups of pairs or triads.  Assign Activity 1 to each student to be 

completed cooperatively.  Inform students that some boxes may remain empty if they 

do not apply to that stage in their life. 

¶ Upon completion of this activity, discuss the individual responses. 

¶ In discussion, focus on identifying the obstacles and the strategies to overcome those 

challenges. 

Independent Practice: 

¶ Provide students with Activity 2. 

¶ Provide time for independent/collaborative work to complete the task. 

¶ Ask students to present their work, identifying their challenges and strategies for 

success. 

Closure: 
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Lesson 11: Activity 1 
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Lesson 11: Activity 2 
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https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/person
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/met
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/know
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/anger
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/willingness
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/attack
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/people
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Aggressor- A 
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Crisis Center-  1. 



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_role
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sex
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I-Message- In interpersonal communication, an I-message or I-statement is an assertion 

about the feelings, beliefs, values, etc. of the person speaking, generally expressed as a 

sentence beginning with the word "I". 

Impaired/Impairment- Having a disability of a specified kind, for example hearing loss. 

Implicit- Implied, not plainly expressed. 

Inclusiveness- the quality of including many different types of people and treating them 

all fairly and equally. 

Individuality- Characteristics that distinguishes people. 

Infection- The invasion and growth of germs in the body. The germs may be bacteria, 

viruses, yeast, fungi, or other microorganisms. Infections can begin anywhere in the body 

and may spread all through it. An infection can cause fever and other health problems, 

depending on where it occurs in the body. 

Informed Decision- Assessing risks and collecting relevant information before you take a 

step.  An informed decision focuses on the risks and benefits involved in the decision-making 

process. 

Influence- The capacity to have an effect on the character development of someone or 

something. 

Insight- The ability to have a clear, seep and sometimes sudden understanding of 

a complicated problem or situation. 

Integrity- The quality of being honest and having strong moral principles that 

you refuse to change. 

Introspection- A reflective looking inward: an examination of one's own thoughts and 

feelings. 

Irreversible- Not possible to change; impossible to return to a previous condition. 

 

Irritated- To provoke
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Liking Yourself- Accepting yourself and coming to terms with those aspects of yourself that 

you cannot change. 

Literacy- Literacy is the ability to read, write, speak and listen in a way that lets us 

communicate effectively and make sense of the world. 

Maslow’s Hierarchy- A five tier model of human needs – consisting of Psychological needs, 

Safety needs, Belonginess and Love needs, Esteem needs, and Self-Actualization.  

Media- Means of communication that influence people widely such as, radio, televisions, 

newspaper, magazine, and internet. 

Mediator- A mediator is a person who mediates—helps to settle a dispute or create 

agreement when there is conflict between two or more people or groups by acting as 

an intermediary or go-between for those parties. 

 

Minority- 1. The smaller in number of two groups constituting a whole. a number or  

percentage equaling less than half of a total. 

2. A part of a population thought of as differing from the rest of the population in 

some characteristics and often subjected to differential treatment. 

 

Mutual Support- The act of respecting and assisting one another.  

 

Need- A need is something essential, anything that is necessary but lacking.  People need 

food, water, and shelter. When you lack them, you're in need. 

 

Nicotine- An addictive, poisonous chemical found in tobacco. It can also be made in the 

laboratory. When it enters the body, nicotine causes an increased heart rate and use of 

oxygen by the heart. It is also used as an insecticide. 

Non-Physical Characteristics- Characteristics not relating to the body or nature. 

Obesity- Overweight and obesity are defined as abnormal or excessive fat accumulation that 29 g
0.29 G
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Personal Goals- Personal goals are short- or long-term goals that can apply to your work, 

family life or lifestyle. They are meant to motivate you to achieve what you want in life. 

Personal Hygiene- Personal hygiene refers to maintaining cleanliness of one's body and 

clothing to preserve overall health and well-being. 

Personal Space-
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Relationships- Connections between two or more people. 

Resiliency- The process and outcome of successfully adapting to difficult or challenging life 

experiences, especially through mental, emotional, and behavioral flexibility and adjustment 

to external and internal demands. A number of factors contribute to how well people adapt to 

adversities, predominant among them (a) the ways in which individuals view and engage 

with the world, (b) the availability and quality of social resources, and (c) specific coping 

strategies. Psychological research demonstrates that the resources and skills associated with 
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   2. an arrangement, often legal, by which two married people stop living together    

       as a couple. 

 

Siblings- one of two or more individuals having one common parent. 

 

Skin- It keeps all organs inside our body, protects body from germs, maintains body 

temperature, and feels pressure and temperature. 

 

Social-Ecological Model- This model considers the complex interplay between individual, 

relationship, community, and societal factors. It allows us to understand the range of factors 

that put people at risk for violence or protect them from experiencing or perpetrating 

violence. 

 

Sunburn- The UV (ultraviolet) rays from the sunburn the epidermis and cause the skin to 

become red. It is possible for these rays to cause your skin to wrinkle, different types of skin 

cancers and cataracts in your eyes. In order to protect from sunburn, limit time in the sun, 

wear sunscreen with an SPF of 15, and wear sunglasses. 

Stereotype- A preconceived idea or image of people who belong to a certain group.  

Strategies- A strategy is a general plan or set of plans intended to achieve something, 

especially over a long period. 

Sulfur- A pale-yellow, brittle nonmetallic element that occurs widely in nature. Chemicals 

containing sulfur give body odor the oniony aroma. 

Tact- A keen sense of what to do or say in order to maintain good relations with others. 

 

Target- 1. a person or a particular group of people that something is directed at, or that 

something is intended for. 

2. one or more people who are criticized or laughed at, or 

who experience unpleasant treatment from others: 

  3. a level or situation that you intend to achieve. 

Tolerance- The ability to overlook differences and accept people for who they are. 

Tone- The general character or attitude of a place or a piece of writing or situation. 

Toxic Relationship- A toxic relationship is one that makes you feel unsupported, 

misunderstood, demeaned, or attacked. A relationship is toxic when your well-being is 

threatened in some way—emotionally, psychologically, and even physically. 

Trust- The trait of believing in the honesty and reliability of others. Complete confidence in 

a person or plan. 

 

Type II Diabetes- Type 2 diabetes, the most common type of diabetes, is a disease that 

occurs when your blood glucose, also called blood sugar, is too high. 

 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/direct
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/intended
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Ultraviolet Rays- Ultraviolet (UV) radiation from the sun can cause sunburn, skin damage, 
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https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/change
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/customs
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.merriam-webster.com%2Fdictionary%2Fdecision&data=02%7C01%7CMyrza.Oviedo%40tusd1.org%7Cde4abc94f8b84ac5d2f808d7ec06d76a%7Cbc7050e04bcc48099245ea8b65084865%7C0%7C0%7C637237386457431242&sdata=aXorQ%2Ff1KYV5XOZCbYoPfzIVPO2de6ue%2FgoolRicNFU%3D&reserved=0
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.merriam-webster.com%2Fdictionary%2Fdecide&data=02%7C01%7CMyrza.Oviedo%40tusd1.org%7Cde4abc94f8b84ac5d2f808d7ec06d76a%7Cbc7050e04bcc48099245ea8b65084865%7C0%7C0%7C637237386457441236&sdata=y0CyA7NjYVvaLTpO%2Fpo4nOnGQ%2Ft1DbRQXVa4JkdtDmI%3D&reserved=0
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.merriam-webster.com%2Fdictionary%2Fdepersonalizing&data=02%7C01%7CMyrza.Oviedo%40tusd1.org%7Cde4abc94f8b84ac5d2f808d7ec06d76a%7Cbc7050e04bcc48099245ea8b65084865%7C0%7C0%7C637237386457451229&sdata=bTARjwli8Vv2bKUvHTSm6RBrs8KWFeadre%2BdK2cNkVU%3D&reserved=0
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.merriam-webster.com%2Fdictionary%2Fdignity%23examples&data=02%7C01%7CMyrza.Oviedo%40tusd1.org%7Ca5bb4ed161994407b83408d7ec06e7b6%7Cbc7050e04bcc48099245ea8b65084865%7C0%7C0%7C637237388536799709&sdata=Uf8CwpheAcqtCURhJh1WxhYWvVNdEkmTCJO1OJWseX4%3D&reserved=0
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.merriam-webster.com%2Fdictionary%2Fevaluate&data=02%7C01%7CMyrza.Oviedo%40tusd1.org%7Ca5bb4ed161994407b83408d7ec06e7b6%7Cbc7050e04bcc48099245ea8b65084865%7C0%7C0%7C637237388536809702&sdata=okLcq35opTX%2FmaMc9uPF%2BDzb3MYXU%2BqKRmAzYlRx3Mc%3D&reserved=0
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.merriam-webster.com%2Fdictionary%2Fexplicit&data=02%7C01%7CMyrza.Oviedo%40tusd1.org%7Ca5bb4ed161994407b83408d7ec06e7b6%7Cbc7050e04bcc48099245ea8b65084865%7C0%7C0%7C637237388536819697&sdata=LqUHMU57%2FS4F2ltxQ82Ewt43kYV6AzgiT802PXpru8c%3D&reserved=0
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/introspection
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/irritate
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Merriam-Webster.com. Definition of Minority. Retrieved from 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/minority 

Merriam-Webster.com. Definition of Personal Space. Retrieved from 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/personal%20space 

Merriam-Webster.com. Definition of Siblings. Retrieved from 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/sibling 

Merriam-Webster.com. Definition of Tact. Retrieved from 

https-//www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/tact  

National Cancer Institute. Definition of Apocrine Gland. Retrieved from 

https://www.cancer.gov/publications/dictionaries/cancer-terms/def/apocrine-gland 

National Cancer Institute. Definition of CDC. Retrieved from 

 https://www.cancer.gov/publications/dictionaries/cancer-terms/def/cdc 

National Cancer Institute. Definition of FDA. Retrieved from 

 https://www.cancer.gov/publications/dictionaries/cancer-terms/def/fda 

National Cancer Institute. Definition of Infection. Retrieved from 

 https://www.cancer.gov/publications/dictionaries/cancer-terms/def/infection 

National Cancer Institute. Definition of Nicotine. Retrieved from 

https://www.cancer.gov/publications/dictionaries/cancer-terms/def/nicotine 

National Cancer Institute. Definition of Surgeon General. Retrieved from 

https://www.cancer.gov/publications/dictionaries/cancer-terms/def/surgeon-general 

National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases. Type II Diabetes. 

https://www.niddk.nih.gov/health-information/diabetes/overview/what-is-diabetes/type-

2-diabetes 

National Library of Medicine. Definition of Acetaldehyde. Retrieved from 

https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/Acetaldehyde 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/minority
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/personal%20space
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/sibling
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.merriam-webster.com%2Fdictionary%2Ftact&data=02%7C01%7CMyrza.Oviedo%40tusd1.org%7Ca5bb4ed161994407b83408d7ec06e7b6%7Cbc7050e04bcc48099245ea8b65084865%7C0%7C0%7C637237388536949632&sdata=MIjf9mvEvfwl14fFVAGeJbaQpowC6RE7JdF6AXqyzHg%3D&reserved=0
https://www.cancer.gov/publications/dictionaries/cancer-terms/def/apocrine-gland
https://www.cancer.gov/publications/dictionaries/cancer-terms/def/cdc
https://www.cancer.gov/publications/dictionaries/cancer-terms/def/fda
https://www.cancer.gov/publications/dictionaries/cancer-terms/def/infection
https://www.cancer.gov/publications/dictionaries/cancer-terms/def/nicotine
https://www.cancer.gov/publications/dictionaries/cancer-terms/def/surgeon-general
https://www.niddk.nih.gov/health-information/diabetes/overview/what-is-diabetes/type-2-diabetes
https://www.niddk.nih.gov/health-information/diabetes/overview/what-is-diabetes/type-2-diabetes
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/Acetaldehyde


https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK459148/
https://medlineplus.gov/ency/article/000341.htm
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/28837903/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK470432/
https://literacytrust.org.uk/information/what-is-literacy/
https://positivepsychology.com/self-actualization/
https://www.rch.org.au/kidsinfo/fact_sheets/Safety_Sun_protection/
https://www.shelterforhelpinemergency.org/get-help/cycle-violence
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nMked5EqeXc
https://www.techtarget.com/searchnetworking/definition/URL
https://www.usip.org/public-education/educators/what-active-listening
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https://www.verywellmind.com/toxic-relationships-4174665 

Vikaspedia. Definition of Cyber Harassment. Retrieved from 

https://vikaspedia.in/education/digital-litercy/information-security/being-safe-online-

1/cyber-harassment 

Vocabulary.com. Definition of Need. Retrieved from 

https://www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/need 

Vocabulary.com. Definition of Process. Retrieved from 

 https://www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/process 

Vocabulary.com. Definition of Trust. Retrieved from 

https://www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/trust 

WebMD. Definition of Popcorn Lung. Retrieved from 

 https://www.webmd.com/lung/popcorn-lung 

Wikipedia. Definition of I-Message. Retrieved from 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I-message 

Wikipedia. Definition of Gender Roles. Retrieved from 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gender_role 

World Health Organization. Definition of Cancer. Retrieved from 

https://www.who.int/health-topics/cancer#tab=tab_1 

World Health Organization. Definition of Obesity. Retrieved from 

https://www.who.int/health-topics/obesity#tab=tab_1 

World Health Organization. Definition of Physical Activity. Retrieved from 

https://www.who.int/health-topics/physical-activity#tab=tab_1 

Yo

https://www.verywellmind.com/toxic-relationships-4174665
https://vikaspedia.in/education/digital-litercy/information-security/being-safe-online-1/cyber-harassment
https://vikaspedia.in/education/digital-litercy/information-security/being-safe-online-1/cyber-harassment
https://www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/need
https://www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/process
https://www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/trust
https://www.webmd.com/lung/popcorn-lung
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I-message
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gender_role
https://www.who.int/health-topics/cancer#tab=tab_1
https://www.who.int/health-topics/obesity#tab=tab_1
https://www.who.int/health-topics/physical-activity#tab=tab_1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g96z1P3z5yU



